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Hydrogels prepared from low molecular weight gelators (LMWGs) are formed as a result of hierarchical
intermolecular interactions between gelators to form fibres, and then further interactions between the selfassembled fibres via physical entanglements, as well as potential branching points. These interactions can
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allow hydrogels to recover quickly after a high shear rate has been applied. There are currently limited design
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used as an eﬀective, printable gel. By preparing hydrogels with diﬀerent types of fibrous network structures,

rules describing which types of morphology or rheological properties are required for a LMWG hydrogel to be
we have been able to understand in more detail the morphological type which gives rise to a 3D-printable
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hydrogel using a range of techniques, including rheology, small angle scattering and microscopy.

Introduction
The controlled shaping and delivery of hydrogels has many potential
applications such as tissue engineering,1 drug delivery,2–6 and
optoelectronics.7,8 3D printers can allow for the reproducible, controlled and automatic delivery of materials within a 3D space without
the need for moulds.9 3D printing technology has improved dramatically over recent years with the development of high resolution
techniques using a range of materials and delivery mechanisms.10–12
Extrusion-based 3D printers are now cheap and readily accessible to
small scale laboratories and can be adapted for specific needs.13 This
has led to a vast increase in investigations into printing new
materials with interesting applications. Extrusion printing is generally used for viscous materials and can result in a continuous 3D
network if the material and printing parameters are optimised.14
There has been extensive research in the extrusion of peptides and
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polymer blends using precursor solutions which form hydrogels
after extrusion via processes such as UV curing,15–18 addition of
crosslinking salts,17 the submersion into a gel or solution,19 and
changing the temperature.20 However, 3D printing of hydrogels
prepared from low molecular weight gelators (LMWGs) is far less
common, and understanding and developing the processing
techniques for these materials can have significant potential
applications in forming complex hierarchical structures for
tissue engineering.21,22
A supramolecular gel network formed via non-covalent
interactions would allow for the reversible breaking and recovery
of the network.23 When a gel is pre-formed inside a syringe and
then extruded, the printing process relies on both thixotropy and
the recovery of the mechanical properties of the gel which, in
turn, greatly relies on the microstructure of the gel network.24,25
Huang et al. have shown that the recovery after shear in
organogel systems can depend on the gel microstructure, which
in turn depends on the conditions under which gelation is
carried out.26 Similarly, Pochan and co-workers studied hydrogel
behaviour during and after flow and showed that planar
domains of the gel network break apart to allow the gel to
flow.24 Using a preformed gel that recovers quickly reduces the
need for the additional treatment of the extruded precursor
solution to form a gel. This approach opens up opportunities
to encapsulate drugs, catalysts and other materials inside the gel
which will not leak from the network if the network recovers
quickly after extrusion.24,27 Using hydrogels as cell carriers has
also been shown to improve cell viability during bio-printing.28
Most reported examples of hydrogels suitable for printing
have been discovered through serendipity. In general, why some
gels are thixotropic and others are not is not well understood.
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There is a need to understand the link between the microstructure
of the gel network and its printability, where the ability to print the
gel is considered as the ability to recover a continuous gel network
with a reasonable resolution after extrusion. The challenge is to
be able to develop design rules to guide the selection of the
correct LMWG and network type to attain the desired printed gel
properties.
Hydrogels formed from LMWGs can be prepared under
diﬀerent conditions to give diﬀerent mechanical properties.29–33
To improve the recovery of hydrogels after extrusion, it is common
to increase the gelator concentration to increase the concentration
of fibres and crosslinking.9 However, it is also understood that
using different gelation triggers, such as a pH change or the
addition of an anti-solvent, leads to different mechanical properties
due to the formation of different gel microstructures.29,34 In this
study, the recoverability and printability of different gel microstructures are compared. Our aim is to form an understanding
as to which gel microstructures are desirable when developing
printable low molecular weight hydrogels.

Results and discussion
In order to create a comprehensive study on LMWG hydrogel
recoverability, four carefully selected gels were studied. As
previously mentioned, LMWG which form printable hydrogels
are usually found by trial and error. Therefore, initially, we
carried out a broad study on the recovery of mechanical properties
within our library of gelators. Over ten diﬀerent gelators were
tested along with the three diﬀerent gelation triggers using solvent,
salt and pH switches. The recovery properties were measured
using rheometry with a vane and cup geometry in which a high
shear rate was applied and the recovery of the storage modulus, G0 ,
was monitored. This revealed several gelators which formed gels
that could be printed. From these, we chose two gelators for
this study, 3-phenyl-2-[3-phenyl-2-[2-(5,6,7,8-tetrahydronaphthalen1-yloxy)acetamido]propanamido]propanoic acid (1) and Fmocdiphenylalanine (2), Scheme 1.35 The synthesis of these gelators
and the materials used are described in the ESI.†
Two diﬀerent methods were used to form hydrogels from
these LMWGs. In the first method, the LMWG was dissolved in
DMSO to a concentration of 16.7 mg mL1. Water was then
added to provide a final concentration of the LMWG of 5 mg mL1,
a volume percentage of DMSO of 30 vol% and a final pH of 5.9.
This solvent-triggered approach33,36,37 provided gels 1a and 2a
respectively from the two LMWG. Alternatively, solutions of the
LMWGs at pH 11.8 for 1 and pH 9.9 for 2 were prepared by the
careful addition of sodium hydroxide solution to a dispersion of

Scheme 1

The structures of the two LMWG used here.
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the LMWGs in water (here, it is necessary to carefully control the
pH as deprotection of the Fmoc group occurs at high pH). The pH
of these solutions was then lowered by the addition of glucono-dlactone (GdL). GdL hydrolyses slowly in solution which results in a
slow homogeneous acidification of the solution to form the gel at
pH 3.6.38,39 This pH-triggered approach aﬀorded gels 1b and 2b
from the two LMWGs respectively. The diﬀerent gelation triggers
are expected to result in the formation of diﬀerent microstructures
of the gel network which we expected to show diﬀerent recovery
properties when extruded from a syringe.14,25,33 All gels were
formed directly inside 10 mL polypropylene syringes.
When gels are extruded from a syringe, a range of properties
need to be considered and evaluated. First, the rheological
properties of the gels should be tested in order to see if the gel
is able to recover after it is exposed to a high shear rate.
Oscillatory rheology can be used as a tool for understanding
if gels are able to recover upon an oscillatory shear, however
this may not be fully representative of the type of shear found
inside a syringe during extrusion.24 Other structural characterisation
techniques such as microscopy and small angle neutron scattering
(SANS) have proven useful in observing the structure of gels and
can be used in conjunction with rheology to gain a thorough
understanding of the materials before and after extrusion.24,40
Here, we have characterised the gels using rheological, microscopy, and scattering techniques, to understand the eﬀect of
extrusion on the gels.
The 3D printer used here is described in detail in the ESI.†
The shear rate the gel encounters as it is extruded from the
syringe can be calculated using eqn (1),24,41 where g_ is the shear
rate (in s1), V is the volume of extruded gel (in m3), r is the
radius of the nozzle (in m) and t is the time taken to extrude the
volume of gel (in s).
Shear rate; g_ ¼

ð4  V Þ
p  r3  t

(1)

A typical extrusion rate using the 3D printer in this configuration is 835 mL s1 through the nozzle of a syringe with an
internal diameter of 0.8 mm, which results in a shear rate of
ca. 16 000 s1. The automation of the 3D printer allowed for
accurate control over the flow rate of the gel during extrusion
and eqn (1) was used to relate all prints to a known shear rate.
The gelator solutions were added to a syringe, allowed to gel for
18 hours and then extruded automatically using a 3D printer
(Fig. S8 ESI,† Fig. 1). A stronger or more viscous material will
require a higher shear rate to extrude from the syringe and the
stress applied to the gel will have an impact on the resulting
structure. Lines of 6 cm length were printed of gels 1a, 1b and
2a, 2b by extruding 200 mL of gel (Fig. S8, ESI†). It quickly
became clear that the pH-triggered gels (1b and 2b) needed a
higher shear rate to be successfully extruded from the syringe,
which was achieved by extruding 400 mL of gel instead of
200 mL. The printing of a 6 cm line took 0.24 seconds and at
lower shear rates only solution is extruded from the gel. This
observation is in agreement with compression tests on Fmocdipeptide hydrogels, which showed that solution is expelled
from the gel when a slowly increasing force is applied, however
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Fig. 2 Photographs of 3D printed gels of 2a with dyes mixed in to show
the diﬀerent layers. (a–c) A three-layered structure; (d–f) a six-layered
structure. Sections were removed using a scalpel and oriented in different
ways (e–f). Scale bar represents 1 cm in all cases.

Fig. 1 Photographs of optimised 3D printed gels of (a) 1a, (b) 1b, (c) 2a,
and (d) 2b. 3D printed gels of 2a mixed with dyes Nile Blue (0.5 mg mL1)
or methyl orange (0.25 mg mL1) and printed side by side (e and f) and one
on top of the other (g and h). The scale bar represents 1 cm in all cases.

the gel undergoes a brittle break when compressed quickly
which could allow the gel to flow.42 As the solvent-triggered gels
1a and 2a could be extruded using lower shear rates this
resulted in more continuous and reproducible lines of prints
(Table S1, ESI†). Diﬀerent concentrations of gels of 2a were also
prepared and their prints optimised (Fig. S9, ESI†).
The 3D printer has several parameters which can be optimised for printing the gels (the volume of the gel to extrude, the
speed of the extrusion, the height of the accessory from the
printing bed and the speed the printing accessory moves along
the axes during printing).43 Each parameter was systematically
changed and optimised for each gel. The printing parameters
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were optimised by extruding a constant volume of 4 mL mm1 at
speeds of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25k mm min1. The optimal speed
was defined as the line of the thinnest continuous gel. Then,
lines were printed using a constant optimal speed and volumes
of 1–10 mL mm1 and the thinnest continuous line chosen. A
line of each gel was printed using the optimal conditions for
each gel and photographed (Fig. 1a–d). The optimal resolution
for the printed gels was 4  4  1 mm in the x, y and z axes.
When comparing lines printed using the optimised parameters,
more continuous gel structures were observed using the solventtriggered gels 1a and 2a compared to the pH-triggered gels 1b and
2b. Gel 2a was then mixed with dyes and printed side by side to
show the versatility of the printing method in printing preprogrammed structures (Fig. 1e–h). We were able to print gels
of 3–6 layers, which could be removed from the plate and
manipulated (Fig. 2a–f). Here, the layers acted as if they were
fused together and the colours stayed in well-defined regions.
Only the colour on the bottom layer became less defined due to
the weight of the structure on top.
A key question is why gels formed by the diﬀerent triggers
can be printed with diﬀerent success. To explain this, we first
turned to confocal microscopy (Fig. 3). Although the resolution
of this technique is not suitable for examining the individual
fibres that lead to gelation, it is possible to probe the gel
microstructure.30 We examine the diﬀerences before and after
extrusion. Before extrusion, the solvent-triggered gels show the
presence of spherulitic domains, in keeping with our previous
reports.33,44 The domains were much smaller for 1a as compared
to 2a. After extrusion, similar domains were observed, although in
both cases there was an increase in domain size. Pochan and
co-workers reported that bundles of fibres, described as fibrils, have
a random orientation during gel flow.24 Similarly, Huang et al. have
shown that spherulitic structures result in thixotropic gels.26
Tomasini and co-workers also commented that hydrogels with
denser fibrous networks are aﬀected to a greater extent by the
application of high shear.25 Therefore, we suggest that the
spherical-like domains of 1a and 2a formed from the solventtriggered gelation method can greatly reduce the eﬀect of the
random orientations during flow and hence allow these gels to
be eﬀectively printed. The pH-triggered gels before extrusion
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Fig. 3 Confocal microscope images of (a) 1a; (b) 1b; (c) 2a; (d) 2b. (e–h) are images of the gels after extrusion from a syringe. Gelator solutions were
stained with Nile Blue before gels were formed. The arrows in (f) are a suggestion of different orientations of structures inside the gel. The scale bars
represent 20 mm.

have greater uniformity than the solvent-triggered gels, which
again is consistent with our data elsewhere.31 After extrusion
however, there is a significant decrease in homogeneity. The
data for 1b especially shows a significant change in the apparent
ordering of the underlying fibres and changes in the gel microstructure. Similar eﬀects are observed for 2b. These changes can
be linked to the loss of homogeneity of the gel after extrusion in
the microscopy.
The confocal microscopy data were supported with smallangle neutron scattering (SANS) and ultra small-angle neutron
scattering (USANS) data (Fig. 4). The data was fitted using the
SasView software using the power law and the Kratky-Porod
flexible cylinder models (Fig. S10, ESI†) which have been used in
the past to fit the scattering data for similar hydrogels.30,31,45–47
For the gels here, the scattering in the SANS regime at Q = 4 nm1
to 0.06 nm1 suggest cylinder-like structures on the nanoscale,
such as fibres and fibrils, which are unchanged after extrusion.
The survival of the primary fibre structure is also inferred by the
confocal microscopy where similar sizes of fibres are observed
across all samples when comparing them before and after extrusion (see Fig. 3). For gels 2a and 2b, a larger radius was used for
fitting the flexible cylinder model (Table S2, ESI†). We hypothesise
that it is the bundles of fibres that are responsible for the larger
radius (and less pronounced oscillations in the SANS). Consequently, a radius polydispersity factor (= standard deviation/mean)
of 0.2 was needed to fit the feature in the scattering at 0.6 nm1,
suggesting a range of radii are present from various fibril sizes.
The fits using polydispersity are displayed in Fig. S11 (ESI†).
The more significant diﬀerences in this study are observed
in the USANS regime at lower Q which provides details about
the microstructure of the gels on the micron scale.23,24,48,49 For
the solvent-triggered gels 1a and 2a, the features in the scattering
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in the USANS regime (100 nm–10 mm) for 2  104 nm1 o q o
0.001 nm1 remain largely unchanged after extrusion. These
data agree with the microscopy, where 1a and 2a both show
spherical-type domains containing localised networks of the
primary fibres before extrusion, with 2a exhibiting a network
of larger spherical domains. The rising inflection of the scattering
at low Q for 2a compared to 1a is representative of the larger
scattering domains and pores as observed in the microscopy.48
The power law exponent for 1a is 3.9 in the USANS, consistent
with spherical structures. In contrast the power exponent for 2a is
3.57, but here the flexible cylinder model contributes more to the
fit (Table S2, ESI†). The power law contribution to the scattering
intensity from 2a after extrusion decreases at low Q which
suggests that there is a reduction in the number of scattering
domains. The power law exponent also decreases from 3.57 to
3.44 which suggests a move from the spherical-type morphology
towards a more typical network-like structure. It seems that the
extrusion process pushes the larger domains in 2a together into a
more continuous network. Again, these data agree with the
microscopy, which shows that the spherical domains seem to
become more tightly packed after extrusion. Although the same
process seems to be happening with gel 1a, this gel has much
smaller spherical domains initially, so we suggest that the
changes are more indistinguishable on the USANS scale compared to those of 2a.
The pH-triggered gels 1b and 2b, however, show significant
changes in scattering upon extrusion. Initially, the power law
exponent is 2.7 and 2.8 for 1b and 2b respectively which
increases to 3.1 and 3.5 after extrusion. As described above,
the microscopy images show a continuous, dense fibrous network initially which breaks down into randomly oriented
domains after extrusion. Before extrusion, the gels show weak
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Fig. 4 Ultra-small angle neutron scattering and small angle neutron scattering data of gels (a) 1a; (b) 1b; (c) 2a; (d) 2b. Black data are for the gels before
extrusion and the red data are for the gels after extrusion.

USANS scattering, which is almost indistinguishable from the
empty cell. This agrees with the observation that the gels are
more homogeneous than the solvent-triggered gels. After extrusion, however the intensity, I(q), of the USANS scatter increases
by an order of magnitude suggestive of the formation of larger
scale inhomogeneities. For these gels, the microscopy shows
randomly orientated domains which would be the likely cause
of this increase in scattering.
Hence, from these data, it appears that gels with diﬀerent
microstructures can be printed with diﬀering degrees of eﬃciency. Whilst it is clearly of interest to be able to print such
gels, an important question is how are the rheological properties of the gels aﬀected by the printing process.
Strain and frequency sweeps of the original gels were collected
using a parallel plate geometry (Fig. S12, ESI†) and compared to the
gels after extrusion (Fig. S13 and S14, ESI†). Importantly, gels with
similar initial rheological properties (storage and loss moduli, G0
and G00 respectively) were chosen for the study so as to make a fair
comparison between the diﬀerent microstructures present. The
original gels all break at a strain of around 10–20%, shown by
where G0 falls below G00 in the strain sweep. The shear rates the gels
are exposed to during extrusion are much higher than the strains
measured during rheology and it is fair to assume therefore that
the gels are fully broken during extrusion. Fig. 1, 2 and Fig. S8, S9
(ESI†) show gels which have apparently recovered after being
exposed to very high shear rates during extrusion (1000–33 000 s1).
The absolute G 0 value in the linear viscoelastic region (LVR)
was similar before and after extrusion for all gels showing that

8430 | Soft Matter, 2017, 13, 8426--8432

the absolute moduli of the networks have not changed. Wall
slippage was an issue when measuring the extruded gels and
can be observed in the strain sweep of 1a where G 0 does not
drop below G00 (Fig. S13a, ESI†). The breaking of the gel network
is measured by the point where G 0 falls below G00 . All gels break
at a higher strain after extrusion. G 0 initially begins to drop at
the same strain for all gels however as the extruded gels break
at a higher strain this results in a longer flow region before
breaking, this could be a result of the extruded gels having
breaks on the macro scale (the inner diameter of the syringe tip
is 0.8 mm).
Pre-compression of the gel inside the syringe also leads to a
strengthening of the network with an increase in G 0 and the
breaking point (Fig. S15, ESI†). This observation is consistent
with our previous data on pH-triggered gels which show that a
compression of the gel results in a non-reversible strengthening
of the network.42 A compression sweep was also carried out on
the rheometer where the gap distance of the measuring system
was lowered by 10 mm s1 while a frequency of 10 rad s1 was
applied and the G 0 and G00 were measured. This is shown as a
function of normal force, N, in Fig. S16 (ESI†). This showed in
real time that compression of the gel resulted in a strengthening of
the network and may have a gradient eﬀect on the printing results
if one is printing large volumes of gel from a single syringe.
The presence of DMSO may be a limitation for some
applications. However, we note that we have previously shown
that the DMSO can be removed by iterative washing (although
this is clearly not always possible or appropriate).30 It is also
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those gels with diﬀerent microstructures. We hope that these
observations will be taken into consideration in the future
when developing hydrogels for 3D printing and extrusion
applications.
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Scheme 2 Schematic showing the recovery of spherical gel domains
compared to a dense continuous network of fibres after extrusion.

possible in some cases to use other solvents such as ethanol
which can be removed by evaporation.30
Published data shows that gel fibrils have a random orientation during flow and that gel structures with a rough orientation show better thixotropic properties than smooth gels with
dense fibrous networks.24,25 Indeed, it can be assumed that
solvent-triggered gels containing localised spherical domains
of fibres and fibrils allow the gel to flow more freely without
destroying the microstructure of the network (see Scheme 2).

Conclusions
We have shown that solvent-triggered gels which form spherical
domains composed of tightly packed primary fibres and fibrils
can be printed eﬀectively from a syringe. The gels can be 3D
printed into an array of layered designs depending on the
desired application. The quality of the prints of the solventtriggered gels surpasses those made via a pH trigger, which
instead contain a continuous smooth fibrous network before
extrusion. We think these are substantial and transferable
observations which have already been demonstrated across a
range of gelators including several Fmoc derivatives gelled
using diﬀerent triggers. We have previously shown in detail
how the microstructure can be strongly aﬀected by the method
of gel formation. The spherulitic microstructure needed can be
achieved using a solvent-trigger to form the hydrogels. We have
shown that this microstructure can be achieved for a range of
LMWGs, and from a range of initial solvents including DMSO
(as used here), ethanol, and hexafluoroisopropanol.30 It is also
possible to vary the ratio of organic solvent to water in the final
gel, and so we anticipate that it should be possible to prepare
gels that can be printed with a range of properties. Importantly,
the solvent-triggered gels with spherical domains were able to
be 3D printed with good resolution to form a continuous
fibrous network which showed superior recovery properties to
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